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Address AMBEG Dr. J. Dichter GmbH 
Tempelhofer Weg 65-68 
10829 Berlin

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Manufacturer of ampoule forming machines, vial forming machines, cartridge forming machines and syringe forming machines and tube feeders.

AMBEG´s product range includes:

Ampoule forming machines Type U3, U4, U5 Vertical multi-head continuous motion machines for the production of ampoules from glass tubes.
Vial forming machines Type RP, RP 30, RP M30, RP 50 Vertical multi-head indexing motion machines for the production of glass vials from
glass tubes.
Syringe and carpoule forming machine Type FS Vertical multi-head indexing motion machine for the production of syringe bodies and
carpoules from glass tubes.
Sprinkler bulb forming machine Type SPR 24 Vertical multi-head indexing motion machine for the production of sprinkler bulbs from glass
tubes.
Automatic tube loaders
Special glass forming machines available upon request
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